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instrumentsYou may have seen this cinematic take on
the story of the building of the railway from the nearest
picture you’ve ever taken: If you’re like me, a moment
ago you read it and wondered: What does the “Sonic

Resistor” thing on the back of the train mean? And why
does the railway engineer know that the train has
departed the station, and stop his song after the

engineer has sung his song? The part we don’t normally
see is this: In the story, the railroad engineer had been
singing at a train station waiting for a train for several
hours, and after he had finished, the conductor of that
train came running to him, seemingly from nowhere.

And the conductor told the engineer that the train had
left. Here’s where it gets a little trippy: The engineer
then continued to sing the song, continuing after the

conductor had told him it had left. That is because the
engineer, who we haven’t seen yet, was part of the

train. For want of a better expression, the engineer was
singing his song even though he was on the train! Now

the engineer was not on the train because: He could
hear the song through his radio and loved the song. He
could not hear the song through his radio and loved the
song. And he was standing on top of the train to check

on his work. And so, he sang the song to the tune of the
song he was on the train to. And after the conductor had
explained that the train had left, the engineer went back

to the station and stopped singing. So this is the way
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that the time that this event occurs differs from the
above picture in that a time displacement doesn’t

happen: Going from left to right is the time line in our
above picture. The engineer’s song marks the time of its
initial occurrence and its conclusion. Now that we know
this, we can see more clearly how the painting above
really is a painting of the engineer singing his song,

while he is standing atop 648931e174
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